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Tractor owned by Ken Barns of Yaninee.
Photographed by Smarty Pants Photography for the 2018 John Deere calendar celebrating 100 years of tractors

Pringles Crouch People
Harvest has wrapped up with
mixed results and from most
accounts its one that most
people will be happy to move
on from and start afresh next
season. While I think that
growers across our region
are tough enough, a season of this nature
highlights the positives such as resilience,
determination and commitment to produce
some very good crops in challenging dry land
farming conditions. Without the access to water
sources, credit must be given to years of R&D;
new and improved technology and the fine
tuning of growers farming systems to enable
the region to remain sustainable with the ability
and experience to take on whatever mother
nature delivers. Some may say it’s just the luck
of the draw, either way it should make everyone
proud of the region we live and work in.
A few things to look out for in our dealerships
over the next month or two are the clearance
of demonstration seeding and tillage items,
forward order window for the new S700
Series Harvesters, forward order program for
Coolamon chaser and mother bins and the start
of this seasons Harvester Inspection Program.

Congratulations David Coventry who was awarded
the Wudinna District Council Employee of the Year
for 2018. Employed as Pringles Crouch branch
manager at Wudinna, he has worked for us for
the past seven years and is recognised for his
outstanding customer service and availability.
His dedication to customers and follow up is first
class and displays energy and efficiency with all
dealings. David’s nomination was raised from
outside the business, which is a testament to the
thoughts of the community.

David Coventry, Wudinna branch manaager and Australia Day
award recipient

Never far away, he responds to customer and
business needs at all hours, maintaining a professional approach at all times, never flustered
despite urgency arising at key times of the year such as seeding and harvest. He leads a team of
dedicated people who should all be proud of the service level provided.
David is well known for his assistance to many community organisations and events, stepping
up with his trusty forklift, his knowledge of how things work, where to source and replace
pretty much anything. Nothing appears too hard or unachievable. This award is a well-deserved
recognition for going above and beyond in his duty.

Coolamon shines spotlight on Mental Health

This program continues to gain momentum with
customers reporting less downtime during the
harvest period, resulting in a more productive
and efficient harvest experience, we thank
you for the opportunity and look forward to
working with you again this season.
A special thankyou to our staff who have
worked tirelessly through a longer drawn out
harvest period dealing with the unexpected and
to customers who have been patient in assisting
our staff to get you back up and running again
when unexpected things did eventuate.
Please take time to read our newsletter and
contact your local branch if there’s anything
we can assist you with. We look forward to
working with you in 2018.
Cheers, Craig Walker

After losing one of Coolamon Chaser Bins long-time employees to suicide in 2017, General Manager
Heath Hutcheon said the company would donate $1000 from every bin sold at the six national field days
they were attending last year.
With a greater focus on mental health awareness these days, just because someone has a smile on their
face, you can’t take it for granted they are OK. It can be just one conversation with a mate or a work
colleague to uncover they need help.
If you or someone you know are struggling you can find some useful resources at www.beyondblue.org.
au or phone 1300 224 636

Career Opportunities
Have you thought about a career in the ag sector?
Pringles Crouch offer career paths in administration, parts, machine technican and management. We
have branches across EP and the mid-north of the state and our locations offer a great lifestyle in
close-knit country communities with easy access to good schools and medical facilities. Our focus is
on providing superior farming equipment and innovative solutions and delivering excellent customer
service and support.
For all current vacancies visit our website.

			

pringlescrouch.com.au

http://pringlescrouch.com.au/employment

We’ve got your seeding &
spray parts needs covered.
We stock a wide range of parts from recognized
brands to suit almost any type of sprayer or
seeding machine on the market.
Early order program are available on many
components to call into you local branch to
discuss your needs and get a quote.

Bourgault
Genuine points and
accessories designed
to ensure the best
performance in the field.

Agmaster
Producing quality, value
for money components
to suit a wide variety of
seeding equipment

Better Boom. Better Yields. Croplands Rogator C Series
Offering the most boom options in the business, Croplands equipment is fitted with strong and durable
booms, some of them longer and lighter than ever before with superior stability for a wider lighter
footprint.
Get 90 or 100 foot booms on the 90/100 rear boom frame for a lighter footprint, or 90, 100 or 120 foot
booms on the 120 rear boom frame. Optional 120 and 132 foot aluminium booms are not only longer,
but lighter. they also feature enhanced nozzle protection for even more precise product placement.
The 48.5 metre aluminium Pommier boom on the Rogator RG1300C is no exception. Aluminium
booms weigh less than steel booms proving to be 50% lighter and 20% stronger than their closest
competitor product. Aluminium has unique properties that ensure long lasting performance and very
little maintenence.
A standard feature of the 48.5m Pommier boom is the Norac boom height control as standard feature,
allowing the boom to shadow the ground - even in rough or hilly terrain to maintain an optimum boom
height, reduced drift and improve stability.
Wing fold hinge points, pins and locks are made from steel where the duty cycle is high and adjustment
may be required. The boom alignment can be adjusted quickly and simply at the hinge points. Wing
secions have a mechanical self-lock and hydraulic unnlock.
Croplands sprayers have been designed to be perfect for tough Australian conditions and to be the best
solution for farmers wanting a lighter, stronger, wider boom.
Stock arriving in-branch soon. For more information about the Croplands Rogator, or other spraying
equipment and solutions, contact your local Pringles Crouch branch.

Croplands
Not only spray
components but a wide
range of utility sprayers
& chemical application
tools.

NEW ROGATOR

RG1300C
From the revolutionary
SmartDrive system to the
simple, intuitive AccuTerminal
platform - you’ll be blown
away! Available with 48.5m
Pommier Aluminium boom.

Hosetek hoses
High quality Australian
made hoses made to
resist cracking and wear
associated with cheaper
imported products.

Coverage that’s on target.
John Deere Low-drift Air (LDA) Spray Nozzle: Uniformity and accuracy
are the hallmarks of the LDA nozzle.
It’s perfect for self-propelled sprayers using post-emerge crop protection
products. Its technologically advanced nozzle tip maintains a steady
exchange between droplet and pressure, creating more uniform coverage.
Other features include:
− Air-induced droplets reduce drift while increasing deposit and retention
− Dispenses more drops per litre, for greater coverage
− Speed-optimised spray incline allows more uniform coverage on front and back of crops
− Durable quick-change nozzle in sizes 015–05, including 025 and 035

Wudinna

Kimba

Talk to us today about how John Deere nozzles
can enhance your sprayer’s efﬁciency.

Cleve

Cummins

Crystal Brook

It’s all about the tractor
By 1912 Deere and Company were producing
planters, buggies, wagons, grain drills, hay
equipment and harvesting equipment.

John Deere Calendar
How lucky are
we to have
a customer,
Ken Barns of
Yaninee, with
the only two
Australian
photos in
the 2018
International
John Deere
calendar.
When Harry
Redding was asked by John Deere if he knew
of anyone with particular model tractors he
thought of Ken’s D series tractor which was
used in a celebration of 100 yrs farming
at Yaninee in 2005. One of our employees
Roger Simpson spent a couple of days
helping them clean the tractors up for the
amazing photo shoot by Bec Smart of Smarty
Pants Photography for John Deere.

In 1918 John Deere entered the tractor business
with the purchase of the Waterloo Gasoline
Engine Company, manufactures of Waterloo Boy
tractors, selling 5,634 Waterloo Boy tractors in
its first year.
A century later John Deere is celebrating 100
years of tractors.

An early advertisment for the Waterloo tractor.

Of course, John Deere has become known not
only for its tractors but for developing innovative farm machinery for nearly two centuries.
To recognize the contribution made by the company the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History will mark 2018 as the year of the tractor, with the 1918 green, yellow and
red Waterloo Boy tractor at the entrance to the exhibition during January. Throughout the
year iconic tractors will be on display at the John Deere Tractor & Engine Museum in Waterloo,
Iowa, the John Deere Pavilion and John Deere World Headquarters in Moline.
A commemorative badge will appear on several John Deere tractor models manufactured
during 2018, including the 6 series, 7 series, 8 series and 9 series machines.
Keep a look out for more information throughout the coming year.

Ken still has all the old owner’s manuals
even for the D Series. The Barns family are
very happy with the result and are left with
a special memento captured in time of their
beloved and well looked after machines.
If you were lucky enough to snag a free
2018 calendar from one of our branches
you will find the photos on the front page,
January and November.

Photo by Smarty Pants

John Deere D Series bought by old Bob Barns (Ken’s Great Grandfather), Bob (Kens Dad) bought
the 4020, Ken bought the 8760 4WD and Ken’s son Craig bought the 8270R

R = Ready.
Ready
Right Now.
From row crops and broad-acre grains, to hay and material
handling, the John Deere lineup of 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, and 9R
Series Tractors give you more power and options to help
grow your operation. Built with a John Deere PowerTech™
engine, easy-to-operate controls, and the most comfortable
cab around, you get all the power and convenience you need
to work comfortably all day, every day. So if you’re ready to
take your farm to the next level, call or come in today.
These tractors are ready – right now.

pringlescrouch.com.au

A testing experience

John Deere S700 series harvester highlights
Late last year, John Deere introduced four new S700 harvesters models for 2018. Each model has
significant improvements in “smart” technology and includes the 700D Drapers for more efficient
grain harvesting. These harvesters are also able to make automated adjustments while in action,
making life easier for the operator.
Some of the new features are
• The new command centre, where you, the operator, sits. The features of the CommandCenter
are enhanced over the S600 series but with functions designed to improve the operator experience
and harvesting productivity. This includes the John Deere 4600 display on the arm rest and a new
multi-function handle.

Located within every John Deere combine,
excavator, Gator, tractor, harvester, and any
other piece of equipment is a reliable John
Deere engine. The engine is the heart of all
John Deere machines, and without it, the
industries that Deere serves would be different.
However, before these engines can make their
way under the hoods of Deere equipment,
they must first work their way through a strict
engine testing process.
Let’s take a closer look at the manufacturing
process and engine testing that John Deere
engines go through before being put to work.
Durability and quality are accounted for at each
step of the process.

• Interactive Combine Adjust: Every operator has their own priorities for their harvest and this
video guide explains how to set up the Interactive Combine Adjustment to your specifications. The
display allows you to decide what your priorities are and areas you want to optimize such as grain
loss. Throughout your optimization session, the display will ask for feedback to determine if your
settings are meeting your priorities. Based on your answers, it will continue to provide suggestions
on options for improvement.
• Active Terrain Adjustment: Customers that harvest on inconsistent terrains are often concerned
about mitigating grain loss and maximizing productivity. The Active Terrain Adjustment system
improves machine performance while harvesting in both up-hill and down-hill terrain, thus
reducing grain loss and time spent.
John Deere designs products and equipment with their users in mind. The operator experience and
producing a quality harvest are as important to us as they are to you. To find out more about the
latest in John Deere harvesting contact your local branch.

The individual parts and components
are reviewed and tested before being
manufactured. The extensive tests the engines
endure are designed to simulate a vast range
of real-world extremes. These extreme tests
ensure the machines are ready for any type
of terrain or weather conditions they might
encounter when working.
Tilt Table Test
This test allows Deere to push engines and
drivetrains to make sure proper oil distribution
and hydraulic function are maintained
throughout the working process.
Precise Emissions Tests
Government regulations are in place to keep
the industry moving in the right direction.
John Deere tests all of their engines to make
sure they are in compliance with the latest
government regulations as they are introduced.
Durability Test Lab
John Deere takes pride in providing durable
products across industries. With this in mind, all
John Deere engines endure durability testing to
make sure they deliver for years to come. Before
the engines are placed in machines, they run for
thousands of hours through high altitude and
extreme temperature conditions.
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Simplify your maintenance
A good maintenance plan will not only ensure that your machinery is in excellent working
order when you need it during peak seasons, it can save you money by reducing down-time
and the associated lost productivity. With the added security of the John Deere 12 months
parts warranty*, why not find out more about our
machine maintenance programs? Our service staff will
be only too happy to explain them to you.

New machinery in stock

HARVESTER INSPECTION PROGRAM

Croplands Pegasus, 8000 litre tank, 36m
boom, 50cm spacing, hydraulic drive, wing tilt
& scud tank, #16146

Book by February 28 to be eligible for a 5 star
getaway at the Mayfair Hotel in Adelaide*. Repairs
are scheduled throughout the year with your machine
paddock ready by harvest.

MACHINERY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Comprehensive inspection of your tractor, sprayer or
tillage unit, with a written report and repair quote.
Book your repairs to qualify for free gifts and 5%
discount on seeding points and spray nozzles for
eligible machines*.

Croplands WEEDit, Optical spot spraying
technology, trailed sprayer, 6,000L, 36m,
1,200L hot mix tank. #15995

MOWER MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

John Deere 8295R Tractor, rear duals,
Category 3 drawbar, 540/1000 PTO, 4 SCVs,
premium cab with refrigerator #15222

Flat price inspection and service* including greasing
of all fittings, oil change, engine, fuel & air filters
changed, new spark plugs. You receive a written
report on the condition of belts, pulleys, bearings,
mower deck & blades.
*conditions apply
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Visit us today for

D105 RIDE-ON MOWER

Z335E RESIDENTIAL ZTRAK™
ZERO-TURN MOWER

X350 SELECT SERIES™
RIDE-ON MOWER

STARTING FROM

STARTING FROM

STARTING FROM

$2,999.00

RRP

• 107 cm (42 in.) Edge™ deck
• 13 kW (17.5 hp) engine
• 2 year/120 hour limited warranty*

pringlescrouch.com.au

$4,399.00

RRP

• 107 cm (42 in.) Accel Deep™ deck
• 14.9 kW (20 hp) V-twin engine
• 2 year/120 hour limited warranty*

$5,519.00

0

FINANCE
%
AVAILABLE
P.A.
36 MONTHS TO PAY

ON ALL RIDE-ON
LAWN EQUIPMENT

RRP

• 107 cm (42 in.) Accel Deep deck
• 13.8 kW (18.5 hp) V-twin engine
• 4 year/300 hour limited warranty*

#

#

Reverts to variable cash advance rate. Offer
valid from 1/9/17 – 28/2/18. Annual fee
$79.00. Minimum purchase amount $750.00.

Pringles Crouch Surplus
Store best buys
• 56 x Seed openers to suit 1870
ConservaPak (slightly used- from a
demo machine) #21835 		
$7,700 set

Season-breaking deals

Wudinna’s Xmas
Trifecta

A good seeding program with the right
equipment can set you up for success not just
this year, but the next. We are proud of the
fact that we offer premium John Deere seeding
equipment with many sowing options for your
farming conditions.

• 40 x seed openers to suit 1870
ConservaPak (slightly used- from a
demo machine) #21811 		
$5,104 set

We have stock available for delivery in time for
seeding 2018. You’ll get all the security of full
John Deere warranty and support at a price you
would normally expect pay for a good used set
up.

• 40 x Fertiliser openers to suit 1870
ConservaPak (slightly used- from a
demo machine) #21810 		
$6,028 set
• 56 x press wheels to suit 1870
ConservaPak (slightly used- from a
demo machine) #21834 		
$6,028 set
• Set of 4 used fenders to suit 4940
#21807 		
$1,870 set

• 4 x NEW Goodyear 480/80/R50 tyres on rims
suit 4045 sprayer #22068
$16,500 set
• Honda EU10I 100cc Genset #EU101

Not only did the Wudinna branch win our
internal best Christmas Display out of our
five branches as judged by our facebook
fans but they also were announced 2017
International Best Christmas Toy Display
winner out of lots of entries from Tommy
Au & NZ. To top off the trifecta they
won the Wudinna pageants best float.
Congratulations to the team at Wudinna,
Great Job!

Never to be repeated pricing
on selected in-stock new
tillage equipment.
There are only a very limited number of units
available so contact us early to make sure you
don’t miss out.

$1,363

• 55 x no.M8T slip-on sweep M8T x 9 Dart 9”
#M8TX9-AT
$55 each

John Deere 1910 Air Cart
• Variable Rate with hydraulic calibration as
standard
• 430bu tow-between with three tanks
•Integrated John Deere precision ag technology

• 12 x Agpoint No.M8THDPS - 70° heavy duty
knife points #M8THDPS4-TG
$66 each
• 80 x Agmaster M7-2 knock on points #M7X2 		
$9.70 each
• 10 x Ag Master M3-5 Marlow points #M3X4-AT
$17 each
• 32K1 Scarifier points grip on clip #32K1
		
$3.50 each

Lincoln School visits
Cummins

Pringles Crouch
Surplus Store

John Deere 1830 Drill
• 5 sections
• 61ft width, 12 inch spacings

OPEN BY APPOINTMENT
P 0401 239 154
E cprovis@pringlescrouch.com.au
HOLDEN: Filters, belts, globes, general parts
CASE-IH: belts, parts to suit older models
CHAMBERLAIN: variety of parts
HYUNDAI: Belts, filters, hoses
NISSAN: belts, filters, hoses, general parts
JOHN DEERE: belts, filters, pre-2013
harvester parts

There are all sorts of bits & pieces so if
you’re looking for something specific,
or would like a browse contact us, visit our
EBay store or call past the rear of the Cleve
branch, & have a chat to Chris.

Cummins branch had a visit from some
Lincoln Gardens Primary School kids in
December. They loved our Christmas
Display Shrek and were taken on a tour of
the branch and the headers and tractors
parked outside. Many of them have never
seen this sort of machinery before and we
were thrilled with the thankyou cards.

Wudinna

Kimba

Cleve

John Deere 1870 Precision seeder
• Hydraulic precision depth control
• 3 section
• 40ft width, 12 inch spacings
• ConservaPakTM openers
Cummins

Crystal Brook

Quality Used Equipment
Ask about finance options. Competitive rates and
flexible payment schedules available to suit your
needs.

John Deere S680, 640D 40’ draper, duals, ProDrive transmission, Contour Master feederhouse.
#21944 $445,500

John Deere 9870 STS, 40’ Midwest Crophawk
draper, duals, sidehill cleaning shoe, ex service
history #22048 $445,500

John Deere S680, 640D 40’ draper, dual drive
tyres, axle extensions, Powercast tailboard,7.9m l
unload auger. Well maintained #21932 $495,000

John Deere S660 635D 35’ draper, singles, 12”
axle spacers, 7.9m unload auger, chopper, low hrs
#21926 $366,300

John Deere 9760, Fronts available, harvest
monitor, chopper, good service history, very tidy.
#21405 $242,000

John Deere S660, 640D 40’ draper, singles,
lateral tilt feederhouse, auger extension, chopper..
Ex cond. #21940 $412,500

John Deere9860 STS no front, duals chopper,
high rate unload auger, Greenstar ready, all
reasonable offers considered. #21058 $154,000

John Deere S690, 640D 40’ draper, dual drive
tyres, ProDrive trans, TopCrop auger, HID lights.
#21955 $484,000

ISO 68

Premium Hydraulic Oil
Provides sustained performance for high demand hydraulic systems
where exceptional shear stability and wear protection is required.
See us today to find out more.

pringlescrouch.com.au

Horwood Bagshaw 7000L air cart, tow
behind, 3 bin, oil cooler. #22025 $27,500

John Deere 1900, 6270 Bu 2002 Air Cart,
ground drive 1910, capable of variable rate, 8”
auger, 8 run single chute. #22031 $38,500

Hardi 5030 Commander, 5000L, 30m boom,
Farmscan Farmlap2 and 550 Hardi control, 3
height sensors #21898 $48,400

Stoll S8, 8000L, 36 meter Airmatic boom, Hydra
Ride drawbar, air bag susp, 60L granni 20/85R46” wheels, wing tilt. #22069 $192,500

Croplands Pegasus 6036, 2012, hydraulic
driven pump, 36 metre boom, top con controller,
very tidy machine. #22013 $77,000

Croplands Pegasus 5030, 5000L, 30m boom,
PTO drive, AR185 pump, hydraulic wing lift & tilt,
50cm nozzle spacing, #21851 $85,800

John Deere 9560R, 520/85R46 triples, HD
gudgeon bearing, category 5 draw bar, high flow
hyd, 5 SCV’s, Good cond. #21884 $341,000

Miller Nitro 4365 N2011, 36m boom, 2 sets
of wheels wide and narrow, 15” nozzle spacing,
MacDon windrow front/trailer, #21882 $288,750

John Deere 4940, 6000L stainless tank, hyd
tread adjust, 120’ boom on 15” spacings, hyd fill
pump. #22038 $273,900

Get behind the
wheel faster with
John Deere Financial
At John Deere Financial, we know the
equipment. We know how it’s used, and what
it means to you. That’s why we’re committed
to making sure your financing works as hard
and reliably for you as your equipment does.
We do this by offering — Competitive rates,
low fees, flexible payments, a fast, easy
application process and a knowledgeable,
friendly team who are ready to help.
Trust the company who built the equipment.
Come in and see us today for a quote.
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Green Team Movember
Well done to the seven “Green Team” members
who participated in Movember at Cleve and
Kimba this year. Danny Nagel, Chris Provis, Jimmy
Llewelyn, Thomas Higgins, Chris Kenchington,
Brad Shadwell and Troy Elleway raised $500.

Pageant time
Most of our branches found time during
harvest for a bit of fun supporting local
Christmas festivities by entering into their
towns pageant.
They managed to sneak a bit of ‘green’ into
their pageant theme too!

Cummins (above) went with a Shrek theme, and Wudinna
(below) created a Winter Wonderland

Above: Jimmy Llewlyn, Danny Nagel, Thomas Higgins and Troy
Elleway from Cleve. Absent Chris Provis. Below: Brad Shadwell,
Danny Nagel & Chris Kenchington from the Kimba branch

Super Mario was the choice of them for the Cleve branch
(above and below)

“The state of men’s health is in crisis. Men
experience worse longer term health than women
and die on average six years earlier. Prostate
cancer rates will double in the next 15 years,
testicular cancer rates have already doubled in
the last 50 years. Three quarters of suicides are
men. Poor mental health leads to half a million
men taking their own life every year. That’s one
every minute! The numbers are scary but they are
real and the problem is not going away, we can’t
afford to stay silent on this issue. I’m supporting
Movember this year and yes I’ll be growing a
Moustache for the entire month of No-vember
(much to my wife’s disgust) as well as helping to
raise funds for a great cause.” Danny Nagel.

Holden
Authorised
Service

Pringles
Crouch
Cleve Rudall Road
Kimba Main Street
Crystal Brook Brandis Street
pringlescrouch.com.au
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Nozzle Select Mobile app

ExactApply improves spraying efficiency

The Nozzle Select mobile application from John
Deere is available in the Apple App Store™ for
Apple iPhones, and in the Google Play™ for
mobile phones utilizing the Android™ operating
system.

Input costs for spray can be a significant portion of the farm budget so it is important to get the
maximum benefit from the chemicals that are applied.

Nozzle Select enables a sprayer
user to size spray nozzles based
on variables such as tip spacing,
speed, droplet size, etc. Once
these variables are input, Nozzle
Select will return all applicable
spray nozzles from the John
Deere Technozzlegy™ family of
spray nozzles.

While viewing the results, a
scroll bar allows the target
spray droplet size to be adjusted
and the applicable nozzles will
automatically change.

To learn more about each
nozzle, the user can select one
of the results and additional
product information will be
provided.

John Deere ExactApply was introduced in 2016 in an effort to meet thee demands of producers to
improve overall application efforts. The new system is aimed at improving spray resolution accuracy and
is now available on new model John Deere 4-Series sprayers.
John Deere ExactApply offers users individual nozzle control with the opportunity to reduce sprayer drift.
With individual nozzle control, vary rates can be controlled across the entire length of the boom so skips
and overlaps can be minimized. This is an especially helpful tool when spraying crops near restricted
border areas, sensitive crops, or waterways.
Also on offer is high pulse rate modulation. On most sprayers, the droplet output size fluctuates as
spray speed increases. ExactApply expands the range of application at all speeds to maintain consistent
droplet rate and size. This feature will help to ensure drift is reduced and the application quality remains
top notch.
As the sprayer makes turns, it can vary the rates at which nutrients are applied. The ExactApply system
varies the rate at which nutrients are applied during these instances to ensure spraying is being done
at an appropriate rate and crops are not damaged. For example, at the end of crop rows when the
equipment turns, the nozzles at the end of the boom will automatically spray faster than those closer to
the sprayer to make up for the speed difference between the two ends.
Crop growing is a year-round task, and at times, it can call for work during the earliest and latest hours
of the day. With this in mind, the ExactApply system includes LED lights on each nozzle so the spray
pattern can be seen even after the sun goes down.
For more information about John Deere ExactApply or other spraying equipment and solutions, contact
your local Pringles Crouch branch.

Apps help you do more
To help you operate, support, and manage your equipment John
Deere have a range of apps, easily accessible through the John
Deere App Center.

Your parts department can provide more
information about the range of nozzles available.

Apps such as GoHarvest, GoBale, GoPlant, SeedStar, GoSpray,
NozzleSelect, FieldConnect, JDLink, Mobile Farm Manager,
MyJobs, MyTransfer, OperationCenter, GoTill, GrainTruckPlus and
TractorPlus can help increase performance of your machinery.
Check them out today.

Ask them for a no-obligation quote today.

Are you a Qualified Diesel Mechanic?
We need you!
Have you thought about a career in the ag sector?
If you are a qualified diesel mechanic, car mechanic or auto electrician looking
to learn diesel trade skills we want to hear from you. You will need
• A strong focus on customer service
• To be willing to train and keep your knowledge up to date
• To be able to work independently and as part of a team
• To perform set-up and optimisation of new & used equipment
• To diagnose, repair and re-condition agricultural machinery/equipment
Competitive wages and conditions apply.
We have current vacancies across our group. To submit your resume contact us
at jobs@pringlescrouch.com.au or visit our website http://pringlescrouch.com.
au/employment
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Christmas Colouring
Some of our branches ran a Christmas
Colouring in Competition in November/
December and the winners were;

#DeereSighting

Steve Maitlands new S680 with 645FD
and AWS air reel on start-up day.
Jedd Venning, Kimba: 7-12 age category

Chloe Hill, Cummins: 3-6 age category

Chloe Major, Kimba: 3-6 age category

Ellie-Mae Hancock, Cummins: 7-12 age category

Lines Multi Ag harvest 2017

Harry Pope, Wudinna: 3-6 age category

Jessica Kaden, Cleve: 7-12 age category

Clark Forest View from Bundaleer near
Jamestown, taking delivery of their new
S660 Harvester with a 635X Extendable
cutting platform. Pictured are Scott Clark
and Crytal Brook Sales Consultant Dean
Lawler.
Jesse Oswald, Wudinna: 7-12 age category

pringlescrouch.com.au

Georgia Higgins, Cleve: 3-6 age category

If you would prefer to have newsletter emailed or if we have your address or details wrong we apologise –
please let us put it right by contacting Megan Phillips on 86282157 or mphillips@pringlescrouch.com.au.
If you wish to opt out of receiving the Client newsletter every quarter please let Megan know.

